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Resumen

El metanol monohidratado es un sólido molecular orgánico y una de varias

fases cristalinas presentes cn el sistema metanol-agua. A condiciones de presión
atmosférica y bajas temperaturas, este compuesto es polar y tiene una estruc

tura desordenada, es decir, algunos protones pueden localizarse en distintas

posiciones. En el presente trabajo se estudió el comportamiento del metanol

monohidratado bajo distintas presiones (0 a 40 GPa), dentro del marco teórico

de la Teoraí Funcional de la Densidad, con la Aproximación del Gradiente

Generalizado. Se propusieran siete configuraciones iniciales idealmente orde

nadas, basadas en la estructura encontrada experimentalmente, las cuales se

optimizaron estruc tu raímente a distintas presiones. Tras la optimización se en

contraron dos grupos de estructuras, en términos de energía y estabilidad. Las

estructuras del grupo de menor energía y más estable preesentan simetría baja
o nula, y las diferencias de energía entre las estructuras que lo forman, son

muy pequeas (~meV), Por lo tanto, las diferentes configuraciones pueden ir

fácilmente de una a otra por reordenamicnto de los átomos de hidrógeno. El

grupo con mayor energía está formado por estructuras en las cuales el pro

tón se localiza simétricamente entre dos átomos de oxígeno. Se calcularon

y analizaron las geometrías, compresibilidad, patrones de difracción de rayos

X, polarizacin espontánea, constante dieléctrica, modos y frecuencias de vi

bración de las estructuras optimizadas, asi como su modificación en función de

la presión. Se observó el mecanismo de compresin del sólido, en el cual las

estructuras presentaron una alta compresibilidad cn la dirección del eje b. De

acuerdo con la ecuación de estado de las diferentes configuraciones, se predijo

que la simetrización del protón puede ocurrir a 54 GPa. Tambin se encontró

que algunas configuraciones presentan una polarización espontánea consider

ablemente grande para un sólido orgánico, de hasta ~31 ¡iC/cm2 a 10 GPa.

Bajo el marco de la Teoría Funcional de la Densidad de Perturbaciones se re

alizó el estudio vibracional, el que mostró que las configuraciones pertenecientes
al grupo de menor energía son dinámicamente estables, mientras que las del

grupo de mayor energía, no lo son.
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Abstract

Methanol monohydrate is an organic molecular solid and one of severa! crys-

talline phases present in the methanol-water system. At ambient conditions

of pressure and low temperaturc. this compound is polar and has a disor-

dered structure, i.e some protons can occupy diffcrcnt positions. In this work,

methanol monohydrate behavior under pressure (0 to 40 GPa) was studied, us

ing the Density Functional Theory with the General Gradient Approximation.
Based on the experimental structure, seven initial ideally ordered configurations
were proposed, which were structurally optimized at diffcrcnt pressures. After

optimization twogroups of structures were found, in terms of energy and stabil-

ity. The structures of the group with lowest energics and more stable, have low

or no symmetry, and the energy differences among them are very small (-~meV

difference). Therefore, the diffcrcnt configurations can go from one to the other

easily by hydrogen reordering. The higher energy group is formed by struc

tures in which the protón is situated symmetrically betwcen two oxygen atoms.

The optimized structures geometry, enthalpy, comprcssibüity. X-Ray diffrac

tion pattern, spontancous polarization, dielectric constant, vibrational modcs

and frequencies were calculated and analyzed. as wcll as their modification as

a function of pressure. The compression mechanism of the solid was analyzed,
in which the structures prcsented a high compressibility in the b-axis direction.

According to the equations of state of the dilferent configurations, it has been

predicted that the symmctrization of the protons might oceur at 54 GPa. It

was also found that some configurations have spontancous polarizations consid-

erably large for an organic solid of up to ~31 ¡iC/cm2 at 10 GPa. Within the

frame of the Density Functional Perturbation Theory, the vibrational study was

done, which showed that the configurations that belong to the group of lower

energy are dynamically stable, while the ones of the higher energy group are
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Among the several approaches of studying materials science, a broad división

can be made: experimental and theoretical studics. Síncc the appearance of the

Schrodinger equation. the lattcr have become more and more useful with the

pass of the time. Nowadays they offer an important alternative to complement

experimental data which cannot be easily rcached in the laboratory.

The Diamond Anvil Cell is a devicc used in the laboratory to perform high

pressure studies in crystals. It uses two eulet diamonds which can be easily
broken if the experiment is not performed correctly, making each experiment

very expensive. In such case, theoretical calculations offer a great alternative

to it, exploring the properties of a material under pressure before oven actually

making it in the laboratory.

Moreover, the use of theoretical calculations has been enonnously benefited

by the improvements in computers technology. and the constant development
of physical and chemical theories and algorithms. allowing to makc calculations

faster and for larger systems.

One of this theories is the Density Functional Theory (DFT), which permits
to compute properties of a system by finding the ground state density of it,

using only fundamental physical constats. i.e. first principies. It is based on the

studies of Hohenberg and Kohn of 1964[lJ, and complcmented by the Kohn and

Sham set of equations, presented in 1965(2].

Abinit is a DFT software that can be used for the computation of many

properties, useful for solid state studies. such as structural, electric, elastic,

spectroscopic and vibrational properties. among others[3. 4]. Henee, it has been

selected to study the system of interest.

High pressure studics in molecular solids are of great significance since their

interactions, and therefore their properties. depend widely on their Interatomic

distances, and can then be affected under these conditions when atoms are

torced to be closer. Some molecular systems have alrcady been widely studied.

such as water or ammonia. Thcse Studies have been very useful not only to

understand changes of structures and properties with pressure, but to use this
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data to comprehend the composition and evolution of planets and moons.

Methanol monohydrate is a simple molecular organic solid at low tempera-

tures, pertaining to the methanol-water system. It is a rich hydrogen system,

so studies of it can give a better understanding of hydrogen bond. Such bonds

cannot be easily experimentally studied under high pressures. because protons

are invisible to X-rays and, eventhough they are detected by neutrón diffraction,
this technique cannot be performed at such pressures; but some answers may

be given by optical studies.

Considering all mentioned, first principies studies are a convenient way of

studying structural. dielectric and vibrational properties of methanol monohy
drate under pressure.

The overall goal of this work is to perform a structural, dielectric and vi

brational characterization of methanol monohydrate under pressure, using first

principies calculations. To accomplish it, sevcral particular goals were stated:

1. Structural optimization of methanol monohydrate when subjected to dif

fcrcnt pressures.

2, Structural characterization of methanol monohydrate when subjected to

diffcrcnt pressures.

3. Spontancous polarization calculations of methanol monohydrate at several

pressures.

4. Dielectric constant calculations of methanol monohydrate at several pres-

5. Vibrational characterization of methanol monohydrate when subjected to

pressures,

6 Comparison of the results obtained by ab-initio calculations with experi

mental data.

This work is divided into 6 ehapters, The present one is an mtroduction

to the subjet. The second consists of the theoretical backgtound of the Den

sity Functional Theory, Density Functional Perturbation Theory and Polariza

tion. needed to perform the calculations presented in posterior ehapters. It also

contains the importance and description of the system of interest, methanol

monohydrate, and of the high pressure conditions. Chaptcr 3 is about the crys

tal structure of methanol monohydrate, including the modification of it under

pressure, compressibility and equation of state. Chaptcr 4 deals with the po

larization of the material under pressure. The fifth chapter is dedicated to the

calculations done with Responso Function. which is based on DFPT. and in-

clude the vibrational mode frquencics and the dielectric constant calculations.

Finally, the conclusions and perspectives are presented.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

The calculations in this work are done under the theoretical framcwork of the

Density Functional Theory (DFT) and a variant of it, called Density Functional

Perturbation Theory (DFPT). Therefore the first section of this chapter is de-

voted to DFT and the second to DFPT, prescnting a general explanation, as wcll

as their relationship with the studied properties. The Berry phase approach to

calcúlate the polarization is then explained. The code used, Abinit, is described

in the fourth section. Then, the system under study, methanol monohydrate,
is described, as well as the conditions, that are high pressures. Finally a brief

explanation of X-Ray Diffraction is given.

2.1 Density Functional Theory

All the information of a system is contained in its wave function, 9, and it

can be found by solving the system's corresponding Schrodinger equation. Nev-

ertheless, this equation becomes impossible to solve for systems that contain

more than one electrón due to the interactions among them. Its solution can

be approximated to a high extent -depending on the system- by semiempiri-
cal methods which use parameters that have to be adjusted to experimental

data, or by first principies calculations falso called ab-initio methods) which do

not use empirical data, but only fundamental physical constants. The Density
Functional Theory is one of these latter methods.

DFT is a way of approaching the interacting problcm by mapping it in prin

cipie exactly to an easier to solve non- interacting problem of non- interacting

particles in an externa! potential u(r). Then, the dependence on the external

potential can be replaced by a dependence on the density distríbution n(r) and

consequently the observables can be expressed as a function of the ground state

density.

DFT is based on two core elements, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem and the

Kohn-Sham equations[5. 6, 7].
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2.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem

Hohenberg and Kohn theorem States that the total energy of an electrón gas is

a unique functional of the electrón density. The minimum valué of the total-

energy functional is the ground-state energy of the system. aiid the density that

yields this minimum valué is the exact single-particle ground-state densityjÓ].
Its original demonstration can be found somewhere else[l],

2.1.2 Kohn-Sham Method

Hohenberg and Kohn theorem can be solved by the Kohn-Sham cquations. This

method consists in replacing the many-electron problem by an exactly equivalent
set of self consistent onc-electron equations[2, 6]. The Kohn-Sham cquations are:

v.{r) = v(r) + vH(r) + vIAr) (2.1)

[-^ +».(«•)] <Mr) = Mi,(r) (2.2)

n(r) = n,(r) = ¿/,|*((r)|2 (2.3)

Where r are the electronic coordinates, v„(r) is the potential where the non-

intcracting particles move in (s for single-particle), f(r) is the cxternal potential
of the interacting (many-body) system, n>í(r) is the Hartree potential, vIC(r)
is the exchange-cor relation potential, <p, are single particle orbitals of the elec

tronic state i (Kohn-Sham orbitals). e, is the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue, and n(r)
is the original systcm's density.

The Hartree potential is given by:

vn(r)=o2jd3r'^-^ (2.4)

The exchange-correlation potential is given by:

<E„|„W]

The common approach to solve the Kohn-Sham cquations is to make an

initial guess of the density n(r) to calcúlate the vs with equation 2.1 since vH

and yIC depend on n(r). Tlic rcsulting u, is substituted in equation 2.2 so the

differential equation can be solved to find 0,. The lattcr is used to calcúlate a

new density with equation 2.3 and start the eyele again. Diffcrcnt variables and

aigorilhms for convergenee can be used.

The ground state total energy. E0. can be found once a converged density

has been chosen, by means of:

Where N is the electrón mimber.
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2.1.3 Exchange and Correlation Energy

From the prior equations, the only unknown term is the exchange correlation en

ergy, Eic, These contributlon to the total energy have been described as follows:

The wave function of a many-electron system must be antisymmetric under

exchange of any two electrons because the electrons are fermions. The anti-

symmetry of the wave function produces a spatial separation between electrons

that have the same spin and thus reduces the Coulomb energy of the electronic

system. The reduction in the energy of the electronic system due to the anti-

symmetry of the wave function is called exchange energy. It is straightforward
to include exchange energy in a tota! energy calculation, and this is generally
referred to as the Hartree-Fock approximation.

The Coulomb energy of the electronic system can be redueed below its

Hartree-Fock valué if electrons that have opposite spins are also spatially sep-

arated. In this case the Coulomb energy of the electronic system is redueed at

the eost of increasing the kinetic energy of the electrons. The difference between

the many-body energy of an electronic system and the energy of the system cal

culated in the Hartree-Fock approximation is called the correlation encrgy[6).

Other ways of describing correlation energy have been explained by Capcllc
with diffcrcnt approachcs(7¡. He mentions a variational, a probabüistic and

the beyond-mean-field approachcs, as wcll as a hales description. Al] of them

referring to the correlation energy as an energy lowering when considering the

interaction of electrons.

2.1.4 Local Density Approximation

If the exchange-correlation energy was known, the exact total energy could

be found. Henee, there exists the need of making approximations to it. The

simplest and one of the most successful is the Local Density Approximation

(LDA) in which the functional is:

E,M*,Jd>re!r (»<.')) M

where ej™(n(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy per electrón at each

point in space of an homogeneous interacting electrón gas of density n.

The LDA has been shown to give very good results for many atomic, molec

ular and crystalline interacting electrón systems, even though their electrón

density does not varíes slowly[8].

2.1.5 Generalized Gradient Approximation

When highly correlated systems are studied, such as organic molecular solids,

there is an approximation that has been found to work better, which is the

Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA).
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Any real system has a spatially varying density n(r) and it is useful to

include the rate of this variation in the Exc functional, i.c. the gradient Vn(r).
A gradient-correction ís done in the form of a general function of n(r) and

Vn(r), of the form:

EZ?A[n] = |dV(n(r), Vn(r)) (2.8)

This is the generalized gradient approximation. It has worked better than

LDA for some problems but at the cast of an increase in the computational time.

2.1.6 Pseudopotentials

An important contribution to the computational time rcduction in DFT is the

use of pseudopotentials, This approach takes advantage of the fact that the

outer or valence electrons are the ones that mostly account for many properties.
The real external potential is substituted by a pseudopotential that acts on a

set of pseudo wavefunctions, as illustrated in figure 2.1(6].

The pseudopotential considers that the inner electrons retain an atomic-like

configuration under a modification in the solid or molecule, so only the valence

electrons" density is allowed to change in the self-consistency eyele.

Figure 2.1: Schematie illustralion of all-electron (solid lines) and pseudoelec-

tron(dashed lines) potentials and their corresponding wave functions. The radius at

which all-electron and pseudoelectron valúes match is desigualed as rc. Oulside the

core región tile two potentials are idenlical (After 16]).

Most pseudopotentials are constructed in such way that thcy satisfy four

general conditions. The first one is that the valonee pseudo wavefunctions gen-

crated from the pseudopotential should contain no nodes. Second, the normal-

ized atomic radial pseudo wavefunctions with angular momentum í is equai to
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the normalized radial all-electron wavefunction beyond the choscn cutoff radius,

rc, or converges rapidly to that valué. Third, the charge enclosed within rc for

the two wavefunctions must be equal, The fourth condition is that the valonee

all-electron and pseudopotential cigenvalues must be equal [9 j.

2.1.7 Periodic Systems

The valence electrons mentioned in the preccding section are then represented
with the Kohn-Sham orbitals, but they are still a largo number of electrons

moving in a potential of a huge number of nuclei or ions, and need a basis set

to suitably represent them.

Bloch's Theorem states that in a periodic solid each electronic wave func

tion can be written as the product of a cell periodic part and a wavelikc part.

The cell periodic part of the wave function can be expanded using a basis set

of plañe waves whose wavevectors are reciprocal lattice vectors of the crystal.

Accordingly, each electronic wave can be written as a sum of plañe waves.

Mr) = 5>.k+Gcxp(i(k + G)-r] (2.9)
c

where G are reciprocal lattice vectors.

Bloch's theorem permits to calcúlate a finite number of electronic wave func

tions at an infinite number of k points, instead of calculating an infinite number

of wavefunctions. A special set of k points can be selected since the electronic

wave functions at very cióse k points will be almost identical. Therefore, only a

finite number of k points are required to calcúlate the electronic potential and

determine the total energy of the solid[6]. An efficient method to genérate sets

of special points in the Brillouin zone is given by Monkhorst and Pack(10],

Bcsides. Bloch's theorem allows the electronic wave functions to be expanded
in terms of a discreto set of plañe waves, instead of a continuum. The coeffi-

cients for the plañe waves can be truncated up lo a finite cvtoff energy, because

the coefficients c,.lí+g for the plañe waves with small kinetic energy are more

important than the ones with large kinetic energy. This will lead to an error in

the total energy, but a convergence study can be performed to teiluei' it

2.1.8 The use of DFT

DFT is one of the most popular and successful quantum mechanical approaches
to matter. It is nowadays applicd for calculating, e,g„ the binding energy of

molecules and the band structure of solids. Superconductivity, atoms in the

focus of strong láser pulses, relativistic effects in hcavy elements and in atomic

nuclei, classical liquids, and magnetic properties OÍ illoys have all been studied

with DFT [7].
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In the prescnt work, DFT is used to optimizo the structure of methanol

monohydrate by finding the structure of minimum energy. The equilibrium
lattice constants and angles of the structure, are those that minimize the to

tal energy. The computed energies can then used to calcúlate differences in

enthalpies. Some other properties were computed, which will be explained in

subsequent sections.

2.1.8.1 Enthalpy from DFT

Two phases in equilibrium, denoted by
'

and ". must have the same molar free

energy, or Gibbs energy, G:

G' = G" (2.10)

The Gibbs free energy of a phase is given by:

G = E+PV -TS = H -TS. (2.11)

and DFT calculations are performcd at 0 K, therefore, it is necessary that:

H' = H" (2.12)

or AH = 0, for a phase transformal ion to happen.

H can then be calculated using the data found in a DFT calculation without

any further treatment. only with the equation:

H = E + PV (2.13)

E being the total energy, P, the pressure, and V. the unit cell volume.

2.1.9 Accuracy

When covalent, mctallic or ionic bonds are prescnt in the studied system, the

difFercnccs between experiment and theory are commonly 2-3% for geometry

(cell parameters, bond lengths). and — 0.007/ío (0.2 cV)' for bonding energies

(with GGA). When weak bonds such as hydrogen bonds or van der Waals in-

teractions play an important role in the structures. this differences are largor.

2.1.10 Van der Waals interactions in DFT

As mentioned befare. DFT is exact in principie, then it ineludes all interactions

among the atoms. Ncvertheless, van der Waals interactions are among the ones

that give place to correlation energy and because of the approximations used,

they are not included in the DFT total energy calculations.
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As thcy are small in comparison with other interactions, in particular for

high pressure conditions, its exclusión in the calculation does not affect consid-

erably the total energy and differences of energies. To support this, some stud

ies of similar systems to the one of the prcsent work can be mentioned, which

employed DFT and GGA leading to good agreement between theory and exper

iment: methane hydratc's lattice parameters change under high pressure(llj,
P-V relations of ice X and ice VII[12], and the crystal structure and pressure

dependence of normal mode frcqueneics of the high pressure phase of sodium

fórmate dihydrate[13|.

When relevant, some corrections can be done to include van der Waals in

teractions in DFT, with a corresponding computational cost.

2.2 Density Functional Perturbation Theory

DFPT is a variant of DFT where the external potential of a quantum mechan

ical system suffers infinitesimal perturbations.

Within DFPT, the perturbed quantity X is expressed as a Taylor expansión,

ic terms of a small parameter A, around the unperturbed valúes, A"'0':

X(X) = *<°> + X(»A + X,Z,A<2> + X(31AI3> .... (2.14)

X can be E, 4>0(r)- Mr), among other quantities. A represents infinitesimal

perturbations, which can be atomic displacements, electric and magnetic fields,

Due to the fact that E satisfies the variational principie, an important the

orem has been derived:

A variational principie can be established for the even order perturbations:

««"'-müiljlu, ¿A'»" 1 (2.16)

It establishes that that the ('"'-order derivativos of the wave functions can be

calculated by themirniu.zationof the functional expressionof energy, E<2"> with

respect to 0q For example, the first-order derivatives of the wave functions

can be computed by in.r.:miíing the variational expression of the second-order

energy derivatives £'2'[14|.

Another theorem for odd order energy derivatives has also been derived. The

explanation of both theorems can be found somewhere else, as well as a more

extensive dcscription of DFPT[15, 16, 17. 18].
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The computation of the first order derivatives of the wave functions, density
and self-consistent potential with respect to perturbations is described by Gonze

in reference [I5j. Then, the computation of the second-order derivatives of the

total energy is explained in reference [17].

With DFPT, changes in total energies due to adiabatic perturbations are

obtained within a few percent of experimental data[15] The perturbations
considered in this work belong to two classes: a) collective displacements of

atoms characterized by a wavevcctor, which generates the phonons, and b) ho-

mogeneous static electric fields, which gives the dielectric constant. Many other

properties of materials -mechanical, electrostatic. magnetic, thermal, etc.- can

be determined by this method[l8].

2.2.1 Phonons

The quantum unit of a crystal vibration is a phonon. The energy of the phonon
is huí, where w is its angular frequeney, and h is the Plank constant.

In equation 2.14, when A stands for the displacements of atoms, the phonons
can be obtained. The first tcrm, X|0) represents the static energy with unmoved

atoms, it is the total energy from the standard SCF calculation. The second

term ATtl) gives the forecs. If the structure is at equilibrium then the forces are

zero and this tcrm dissapears. The third term, Jí'!', is related to the dynamical
matrices,

J2 is obtained by diagonalizing the dynamical matrices, if w2 > 0 then the

phonons have positiva frequencies ui and the structure is stable. If J2 = 0, it

belongs to the acoustic modes if all atoms move parallel the same distance, orto

soft optical modes that induce a phase transition. If J2 < 0 then u is imaginary,

that is, unphysíeal, and the crystal structure must be unstablc, If such modes

are prescnt in the crystal, then it will transform spontancously to a more stable

structure.

The second-order derivatives of the total energy with respect to atomic dis

placements can be ontained with DFPT as explained above. Once they have

been computed, it is possible to use them to calcúlate dynamical matrices and

phonon frequencies. The detaiied procedure is described in reference [17]. The

oretical calculations for phonon frequencies have been done for many materials,

and agreement with experimental frequencies within =s 5% is common[18].

The phonon frequencies are the key ingredient in vibrational spectroscopics.

A wealth of information about materials is provided by the vibrational spectra

that are measured experimenta i ly by infrared and Raman absorptions, light

scattering, inelastic neutrón scattering. and other techniqucs.
Then, theoretical

calculations can help understand or predict the experimental results, in order

to have a better understanding of the materials composition and structure.
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2.2.2 Dielectric constant

In this calculations the perturbation ¡s an homogeneous electric ficld, which re

sults in a change of potential.

The dielectric permitivity constant e¿ along q1 can also be calculated within

DFPT from the dielectric permitivity tensor *„,), by:

aS

The dielectric permitivity tensor is obtained from the polarization matrix,

which can be obtained from the second-derivatives of the total energy with

respect to changes in the potential. The detailcd formalism can be found in

reference [17],

2.3 Polarization

A pair of equal and opposite charges with magnitude q, situated at a distance d,

is called an electric dipole, p. p\s a vector quantity, pointing from the negativo
to the positive charge and has the unit of Cm(19¡.

Macroscopic polarization in a dielectric material with finite volume V, can

be defined as the dipole moment per unit volume:

?> = £ (2.18)

V-\ -e£>'R' +/*W« , (2.19)

where e is the electrón charge. V is the sample volume. I runs over the ionic

sites. —eZ¡ are the bare ionic charge, and p(r) is the electronic charge density.

Although such a dipole is in principie well defined. V is not a bulk property

since it depends upon truncation and shape of the sample. Simplified models

are ill defined for periodic crystals. since charge density cannot be "cut". it is a

continuous function of r. In contrast, the difference in polarization A7> between

two different States of the same solid, is measured as a bulk material property

in several circumstances[20, 18].

A theory of polarization formulated dircctly in terms of the quantum me

chanical wavefunction has only rccemly been derived, in ierms of the geometric

phase or Berry's phase and alternative expressions using Wannier functions[l8¡,

although the latter were not used in the calculations of this thesis. In this work,

the polarization of solids is described as a manifestation of a Berry phase.

Polarization is an observable which cannot be cast as the expectation valué

of any operator. Instead. macroscopic polarization is a gauge invariant phase

•q i» the wavevector of a perturba! ion. and q=0 ¡s the Gamma point.
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feature of the electronic wave function, as a Berry phase. The geometric phase
approach provides an extremely powerful computational tool for dealing with

spontaneous polarization [20],

The computation of polarization changes within first-principles total-energy
calculations is based on what Kíng-Smith and Vanderbilt demonstrated in [21].
They proved that adiabatic changes in the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian led to po

larization changes in the solid which can be computed in terms of the initial

and final valence-band wave functions of the system.

The explanation starts by considering an insulator crystal with N doubly
occupied bands, and a continuous adiabatic transformation of the crystalline
potential connectíng two states of the crystal. The transformation is param-

etorized by a variable A, and Al and A2 denote the initial and final states,

respectivcly. The change in polarization due to this transformation is given by:

&P = j
dX— = -P(A2)-'P(Al) (2,20)

The polarization V(X) can be dccomposcd as the sum of a bare ionic and

an electronic polarization:

'P(X) = VlBnW + TKl(X) (2.21)

The ionic polarization can be computed through the expression:

?-«.ij;« (2.22)

where ZK y RK are the atomic number and position, fio is the volume of the

unit cell and the sum runs over all atoms in the unit cell.

The electronic polarization can be computed as a Berry phase of the occupied

VelW = "(IrF£ JBZ ** (Unk I V* I u"kí <2'23>

where BZ is the Brillouin zone, aRk(r) is the periodic part of the Bloch functions
and the factor of 2 accounts for the spin degeneracy. The Bloch functions are

chosen to satisfy the periodic gauge condition:

C^'Wnk+oW = u„k(r) (2.24)

where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. With this choice of gauge, the polariza
tion changes in equation 2.20 are given to within a factor (e/ÍJ0)R, where R is

In order to use equation 2.23 for practical calculations. the integration over

the BZ, as well as the differentiation with respect to k. have to be performed

on a discretc mesh of A/» = M, x M2 x M3 k-points. The standard approach

is to build siringa of k-points parallel to a vector of the reciprocal space G,.
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The projection of the polarization along that direction can then be computed as

the sum of the string averaged electronic Berry phase. <pFl, and the ionic phase,
•Pxon,

PCA)G¡ = ¿(pf+Vg,) (2.25)

with

„ <'' M.-l

*>*
=

7^7) £
*ln íl tó [5(^'.k^i)] (2.26)

and

V¡™ = 2Jr¿ZKflKÍ, (2.27)

where M]_ = M2 x A/a is the number of strings along G i , each containing Mi

points kj — kx + jG, /Mi , 5 is the overlap matrix between Bloch functions:

5r..n,(k,k') = (unk|uml(.) (2.28)

and RK, the redueed coordinates of atom k in the unit ccll[14],

A more detailed explanation of the Berry phase approach can be found in

[21] and [20].

The changes in polarization can be due to the presenee of an electric field,
such as for ferroelectric materials, which sustain a spontancous polarization even

when the electric field is removed. Changes may also be induced by the appli-
cation of a strain, as for piezoelectric materials, and by changes in temperature,
as for pyroelectric materials.

Spontaneous polarization, "P,. oceurs in any crystal that lacks a center of

inversión. In such case, the two states taken into account for the calculation

of the "P, with zero electric field are the actual crystal and a crystal in which

"P — 0 by symmetry. This can be calculated by constructing a path between

the two crystals by "theoretical alchemy", in which the charge of the nuclei is

varied, or by large displacements of atoms to change the crystal structure [18].

2.3.1 Use and accuracy

Some examples of changes in polarization computed within the Berry phase ap

proach and DFT are mentioned next.

The spontaneous polarization of KNb03 calculated as a Berry phase is 35

(iC/cm2, to be compared with the experimental valué of 37, which represents a

difference of 5.4%[20). For BaTi03 the calculated V, = 37 uC/cm2 for the or-

thorombic phase, very similar to the experimental valué of 36, denoting a small

difference of 2.8%[14],
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The differences seem to be larger for organic molecular solids. In a recent

study where the Berry phase approach was used to compute the "Ps of organic
molecular crystals, the error was larger, though the spontaneous polarization
is in the same order of magnitude than the experimental valué. The calcu

lated V3 for the optimized structure of a crystal of phenazyne-chloranil acid

(Phz
—

H2ca) was 0.55 (¡C/cm2, compared with an experimental valué of 0.76,

which corresponds to a 27.6% error. For a crystal of thiourea the theoretical

result was 4.9 versus 3.6 ¿<C/cm2, that is a 36.1% error[22).

In the same study [22], the importance in computing the polarization as a

Berry phase in hydrogen-bonded organic molecular systems is highlighted. The

spontaneous electric polarization of (Phz
-

H2ca) was also computed cutting

the intermolccular bonds by supercell calculations, computing the V» oí the

Phz and H2ca parts of the system separately, and then obtaining a net T¡. The

result was of 0.10 /iC/cm2, very far from the experimental valué of 0.76.

2.4 The Abinit code

ABINIT is a free software distributed under the GPU General Public Licensc.

Its main program allows to find the total energy, charge density and elec

tronic structure of systems made of electrons and nuclei (molccules and periodic

solids) within DFT, using pseudopotentials and a planewavc basis. ABINIT

also includes options to optimizo the gcometry according to the DFT forces and

stresses, or to perform molecular dynamics simulations using these forces, or to

genérate dynamical matrices, Born effective eharges, and dielectric tcnsorsfl].
A very complete description of its capabilities can be found ¡n reference [23].

Evcn though some more codes can be used to perform such calculations,

Abinit has been chosen for being a free software, having many properties calcu-

biiiims ;ilieady implcmented and its reliability.

2,4.1 Geometry optimization in Abinit

Abinit is able to compute analytieally the forces on atoms and stresses on the

cell. Such information allows one to start the optimization of atomic positions

and unit cell parameters: new trial geometries are generated, for which the

eorresponding (brees and stresses are evaluated. This step is repeated until the

requirements on the residual forces and stresses, as defined by the users, aremet.

and the geometry is considered converged. As mcnüoncd prcviously, the typical

accuracy on such geometry parameters ¡son the order of a fcw percent[3], — 2%

in distances. I degree in ¿ingles, and a fcw tens of cm-1 for phonons.

The optimization of a cell size and shapc will target the stress tensor defined

by the user, which corresponds lo a pressure [4] .
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2.5 High Pressures in molecules

Molecules submittcd to high pressures undergo very important changes in their

physical and chemical properties, giving place to even new materials. Some of

the changes that have already been observed are the modification of bonding
and structure with compression, pressure- induced phase transitions, new states

of electronic and magnetic order, besides the adjustment of electronic, mag-

netic, structural and vibrational properties[24], These changes have already
been studied in molecules such as water, ammonia, and nitrogen, among others.

Water is one of the most studied molecular solids, it has a complex phase

diagram. The most common form of ice is hexagonal ice, ice Ih. Its structure

has both covalent and hydrogen bonds between hydrogen and oxygen atoms.

The former has a length of 1.00 Á, and the latter, of 1.75 Á[25). Another ice

phase is ice VIII. Theoretical calculations of ice VIII have predicted that the

protón moves in two potential wells, but the probability of finding ¡t has a máx

imum between them. Then, when the distance between the oxygen atoms is

redueed due to compression, ice Vil is formed, and the potential barrier de-

creases so the protón can tunnel from one position to another, i.e. transfer from

one moleculc to another, which is called protón dtsorder. This form of bond

is known as low-energy barrier hydrogen bond. This transformation from ice

VIII to protón-disordered ice Vil appears at ~-50 GPa. Moreover, when sub-

mitted to higher pressures, around 100 GPa, it forms Ice X in which protons

are located in the middle of the distance between two oxygen atoms, which is

known as centering or symmetrization oí the hydrogen bond. In such structure

it becomes an atomic solid[26]. Methane hydrate, another molecular solid, also

presents protón disorder and symmetrization of hydrogen at around 40 GPa and

70 GPa. respectively[ll].

Another example of high pressure studies on molecules is that of nitrogen.
Its molecules present an intersting behavior when submitted to increasing pres

sures. It goes from a free rotating molecule to a more ordered structure to a

polymcric phase. An explanation for the nitrogen phase diagram under high

pressures as wcll as new structures. properties and Raman spectra were found

using first principies calculations [27, 28].

High pressure studies are not interesting only because of the structural

changes, they can also give answcrs to the formation and composition of planets,

satellites or stars, where extreme conditions are found. Molecular compounds,

either as gases, liquids or solids, such BE water, ammonia and methane are com-

monly found in the core or atmosphere of other planets or moons. For example,

studies of methane hydrate phase transformations at high pressures by Loveday

et al. gave an explanation of the significant amount of methane in the current

atmosphere of Saturn's satellitc, Titan[29].

Much of the understanding of the mentioned changes is possible due to the

study of the modifications of vibrational properties with induced pressure. Op-

tical studies can be performed even at very high pressures. and simulations can

be used to understand them.
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High pressures are, therefore, a handfull tool to study structural transfor-

mations and to tune some properties of materials such as electric, magnetic or

vibrational ones.

2.5.1 Diamond Anvil Cell

The Diamond Anvil Cell (DAC) is the device experimentally used to perform

high pressure studies. It is adaptable to numerous scientific mcasurement tech-

niqucs bccause of its optical accessibility. miniature size and portability.

In a general way, it consists of two diamond anvils that are pressed against

each other, having a gasket in the middle containing the sample. It also con-

tains a hydrostatic pressure transmiting médium and ruby. The latter is used

as pressure sensor. There are diffcrcnt types of DACs. The most common type

allows to insert a pressure of some 15 GPa, but higher pressures can be reached

with more sofisticated types, The temperature can also be a variable[30].

2.5.2 Equation of state

An equation of state (EOS) relates thermodynamic variables such as pressure,

volume and temperature, Temperature is often held constant in experiment and

isothermal EOS are obtained.

Birch-Murnagham (BM) equation of state formalism[31] has been widely
used to fit data in geophysics and condensed matter physics [32], includ ingmolec

ular solids, for which the BM third order EOS has workcd well[33). This equation
is given by:

and E{V) is found by substituting 2.29 into E = E<¡- ¡PdV:

(2.30)

In which Dq and V0 are the bulk modulus and the volume when P - 0, respec-

tivcly, and B'0, the bulk modulus pressure derivaüvc.

2.6 Methanol monohydrate

Methanol is the simplcst alcohol, with the molecular formula CH3OH. It is

mainly obtained from fossil-fuel-based syn-gas though other chemical synthesis

have been studied[34]. It is used mostly as solvent[35]. At present, its most

promising application is in fuel cells(34. 36].
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Methanol-water system has been studied widely[37, 38] ¡n order to under-

stand solute-solvent interactions and prescnce of hydrogen-bonded compounds
at low temperatures. Also, both of them per se have been studied extensively

experimentally and theoretically under a wide range of conditions of tempera-
ture and pressure, many techniques and methods, This also applies for their

deuteratcd compounds, especially for vibrational studies.

This system is important for industrial chemistry as an inhibitor of clathrate

formation in gas pipelines[39], It is also of interest for cosmochemistry, since

methanol has been found to be the source of hcxamcthylcnctetramine (HMA),
which may be a significant source of prebiogenic compounds in eomets and in-

terstellar médium, where conditions [40].

The studies of this system have revealcd the formation of a solid phase of

methanol monohydrate (CH3OH H2O). The solid-liquid phase diagram of the

system methanol-water at atmospheric pressure shows a lino corresponding to

this compound at 50 mole percent methanol and -102°C[37). The evidencc of

its existence are X-ray diffraction patterns, nuclear magnetic resonance spectra,

powdcr neutrón diffraction and differential scanning calorimetry data[37, 38, 41¡.

With the use of powder neutrón diffraction data and ab initio methods, the

structure of deuterated methanol monohydrate was solved, at 160 K and atmo

spheric prcssurc[42] . Although its structure has been elucidated, no information

is available about its properties, Its particular structure is due to the formation

of hydrogen bonds which are expected to be altered by high pressures, leading to

a modification in its structure and properties, as it happcns for other molecular

compounds likc water and nitrogen.

Other studies show that higher alcohols also form similar compounds and

even more complex ones at low temperatures, but they have neither been stud

ied under high pressures. At low temperature. ethanol and propanol also form

hydrates at specific compositions, but when the contení of water in the system

is higher, they form clathrates [38].

Therefore the studies of methanol monohydrate under high pressures can be

considered as a model for further studies of similar ;u:<¡ inore complex molecu

lar solids, special]y those containing hydrogen bonds. Bcsidcs, it is very likely

that it can be found in other planets or moons as a planetary ice, since similar

compounds have already been encountered. Therefore, its theoretical studies

are important for its identificatíon.

2.6.1 Crystal Structure

The crystal structure for deuterated methanol monohydrate (CD3OD- D2O).

has been solved at 160 K and ambient conditions of pressure by powder neutrón

diffraction data and ab initio methods. finding an orthorhombic crystal with

unit cell dimensions a = 4.64910(2) Á, b = 14.08464(7) A, C = 4.69358(1) A,

and volume V = 307.34Ü Á3. The crystal is orthorhombic with space group
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Cmc2i (number 36).

The structure is made of water-water chai

bonds extending along the c-axis, which c

disordered hydrogen bonds along the a-axis. These perpendicular chains form

sheets which are stacked parallel to the b-axis(42], This can be viewed in figures
2.2 and 2.3, taken from [42].

Figure 2.2: Methanol monohydrate molecule with atom labels used by Fortes[42],
where the two positions of the disordered proton(in this case, deuterium) are shown

by Dh('/¡) and Dwl{'/i) labels, when it is bonded to the oxygen of the methanol

molecule or the water molecule, respect ively.

The disordered hydrogen bonds are hydrogen bonds but with a disordered

protón between the two oxygen atoms§. as seen in figure 2.2. A disordered

protón, as mentioned in section 2.5, can occupy two possible positions, in one

position it forms a bond with one of the oxygens, and in the sccond position.

with the other oxygen; i.c. it is able to move from one molecule to another. In

figure 2.2 it is a deuterium atom the one that can either be forming a bond with

the methanol-oxygen (position Dh) or with the water-oxygcn (position Dwl).

The protón disordered is possible under certain conditions when the potential

barrier decreases so the protón can go from one of the mentioned positions to

another by quantum effects of protons (tunneling) or thermal hopping[12(.

2.6.2

The

Interatomic distances

:. distances of methano! monohydrate found in For

are presented bclow in section 3.3.1.3. table 3.4, toegether with s

mon distances for bonds formcd between the same kind of atoms

CH,OH-H¡0.
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Figure 2.3: Víews of experimental mcilianol iiionoltydrttte structure obtained by

Fortes[42]. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity. (a) View almasi perpendicular
to the plañe oF the H-bondiai sliect uhv watiTwatcr i h.ni¡.~, an; m.ln «ted by the heavy
blue bonds). (b) View exactly parallel to the plane of ilie H-bonded sheet. (c) The

packing arrangemenl of the slieeis natal leí to the 1 i-axis ¡iwo uuii rrlls are marked).

As statcd bcfore, hydrogen bonds play a mayor role in the structure of

methanol monohydrate. The suitly of the hydrogen bond is very important es-

pecially for chemistry and bioehcmistry. It is of great importance in the design
and construction of molecular solida. Its typical distamos are 1 .60- 1 .80A for ihc

O-H-0 bond(43].

2.7 X-Ray Diffraction

A diffractcd bcam may be defined as a beam composed of a large number of

scattered rays mutually reinforcing one another. Atoms srattcr incidcnt x-rays

in all directions. but in some of these directions the scattered beams will be

complete!}' in phase and so reinforce each other lo form rlifFracted beams.

, .
\N//

, .

■1 . . . SS \Z

Figure 2,4: X-rays diffraction due to scatlering between two planes.

Two scattered rays will be complctcly in phase if their path difference is
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equal to a whole number n of wavelengths, or if

nX = 2dsen0 (2,31)

This relation is known as Bragg's law, where d is the interplanar distance

and f? is the scattering angle, as seen in figure 2.4. n is called the order of

diffraction. The angle usually measured experimentally is 20, it is the angle
between the diffracted beam and the transmitted beam and is known as the

diffraction angle, Diffraction in general occurs only when the wavelength of the

wave motion has the same order ofmagnitudc as the rcpeating distance between

scattering centers.

A general relation is obtained by combining Bragg's law and the plane-

spacing equation of a particular crystal to predict the diffraction angle of any

set of planes. For example, for a tetragonal crystal, with axes a and c, the

corresponding general equation is:

*"-?(*?* +5) m>

Similar equations for other crystal systems can be obtained, Diffraction

directions are detcrmined solely by the shape and síkc of the unit cell. Intensities

are determined by the position of the atoms in the unit cell, the density of

atoms in the planes, and the number of electrons in the atoms, The intensity
of a a diffracted beam is changed or even eliminated by any change in atomic

positions[44¡.
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Crystal Structure

The structure of methanol monohydrate, experimental!y found at 160 K and

ambient conditions of pressure was described in chapter 2. This structure was

taken as startíng poínt to study the crystal structure of methanol monohydrate
under pressure by DFT. The results of such subject are presented in this chapter.

3.1 Studied Structures

As an aid for the understanding of the present section and following ones, atoms

will be represented according to the schemeshown in figure 3.1, unless othenvise

mentioned: carbón atoms in dark gray, oxygen atoms in red, hydrogen atoms in

blue and purple. The difference between the two types of hydrogens is described

in the next section.

c •

o •

H •

H •

Figure 3.1: Color key convention for atoms used in the present work.

3.1.1 Initial structures

The methanol monohydrate structure experimcntally found at 160 K has ordered

and disordered hydrogen bonds[42]. In the present work. with the purpose

of performing the ab-initio calculations for its structural optimization. initial

configurations were proposed based on the mentioned structure. In the studied

configurations, the hydrogen atoms from the originally disordered bonds, are

located at fixed positions. The positioning of the hydrogens leads to seven

different configurations which were named Structure 1 to 7, and are shown in

figure 3.2. Each unit cell contains two molecules, and each molecule has
9 atoms.

23
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The hydrogen atoms represented in purple are the ones that were originally (in
the experimental structure) in disordered positions and were fixed for this study.

f t f * § f t
i t i * * * I

¡Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Figure 3.2: Initial confiEurations for the structural optimization of methanol mono

hydrate, showing the 18 atoms of che unit cell. The bonds between oxygen atoms and

disordered protons (purple) are not shown,

These 18 atoms form the unit cell for the present calculations: and, the

primitive vectors used, in cartcsian eoordinatcs and bohrs, were:

4.3927628639E + 00 1.3308056085E + 01 0.000000OO00E + 00

-4.3927628639E + 00 1.3308056085E + 01 O.000000OO0OE + 00

0.0000000000E + 00 0.OOO0G000Ü0£ + 00 8.8695807457E + 00

3.2 Computational details

All total energy calculations were performed with firs principies calculations,
within the Abinit eodc[l|, under the Generalized Gradient Approximation. Norm-

consurving pseudopotentials GGA(PBE) (Perdew-Bu rke-Ernzerhof) generated
with the package fhi98PP were used[45].

Convergence studies were done to select an appropriate cutoff energy and

number of k points in the Brillouin zone. The former was chosen to be 40 Ha"

and, the latter, a grid of 6 x 6 x 6 points, A total energy difference of 8.9 x 10" 4

Ha was found when using this cutoff energy. with respect to using a 45 Ha cutoff

energy.

The structural optimization was performed for each structure using as input
the configurations mentioned in last section. Their cell geometries were fully

optimiüed. allowing the modification of each cells shape and volume. at 0 GPa,

until the minimum total energy structure was found. The resulting structures

were used as input to do the structural optimizations at 1 GPa. All structures*
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were optimized under 0, 1, 2, 4, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40 GPa, using as starting
unit cell the result from the previous pressure calculation.

The cells were also optimized taking the same initial structures as input but

fixing the unit cell volume and allowing the optimization of the cell geometry.

The fixed volumes were Vflp = 153.6699 A3 and 0.9Vejp, the former corre

sponds to half the experimental volume of a conventional cell used by Fortes

(307.340 Á3)[42].

Convergence criteria for the structural optimization were set such that one

Self-Consistent-Field eyele stoppcd when forces rcached twicc a difference less

than l.OxlO-6 Ha/Bohr, and the structural relaxation stopped when a forcé

below 5.0X10"5 Ha/Bohr was reached.

Calculated Volume-Energy pairs of data were fitted to the Birch-Murnagham
third order EOS, equation 2.30. This was done using the code Equation of
State*.

Maps of the electronic density have been computed with the abinit utility
Cvt3D.

The cell parameters and position of atoms ¡n the structures were obtained

from the optimized structures. By using thesc data and the software Diamond5 ,

X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained from the results at experimental volume

optimization in order to compare them with experimental patterns.

3.3 Results

The calculated energies in this and next ehapters are presented in Hartrees(Ha)

per unit cell. Such unit cell is the one used for the calculations and described in

section 3.1,1. It consists of two un i ts of methanol monohydrate, (CH3OHH2O).

The cell parameters are given according to the conventional unit cell used

by Fortes in reference [42], It is drawn in figure 2.3c in section 2.6, and in figure

3.4. It is different from the unit cell used for the calculations, but it can be

rcadily obtained when repeating the latter in spacc. Such conventional unit cell

is delimited by the eight oxygen atoms located at the vértices of the prism in

figure 3.4. Its volumen is twice the one of the unit cell used in the calculations.

3.3.1 Optimization at experimental volume

The structural optimization at experimental volume lead to the configurations

shown in figure 3.3, that when repeated along the optimized primitive vectors,

reproduce the conventional cell, like the one secn in figure 3.4. Along with the

*Equation of State (EOS): Program for fitling total energy data to a model equation of

state and extracting varioua parameters Written by J. K. DewhuMt, Uppsala, Sweden (2002).

Versión 1,0.

'DIAMOND - Crystal and Modular Sirurturi- Visualizarion. Demonstra! ion Versión

3.0. (G) Copyright SUM Crystal Imiiact. K.Brandenbu rg and H.Pute GbFt, Bonn. Germany.
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Table 3.1: Cell parameters of optimized at experimental volume

Páramete r= i 2 3 4 S 6 7

4.064 4.063 4.OSO 4.440 4.438 4.453

b(A) 15.943 16.071 14.737 14.723 14.076 14.735

c(A) 4.744 4.746 4.711 4.704 4.704 4-699

90.000 90.000 89.905 90.000 90.000 90.035 89.988

Pf") 90.000 90.000 90.000 89.279 90.000 89.300 89.295

i (:) 90.000 90 000 90.000 90000 90.468 90.003 90.010

differences in the position of their atoms, the structures presented v

their cell parameters and angles. which are presented in table 3.1. Their space

groups are shown in table 3.2. These space groups prevailed at the pressures

studied, moving along the Born-Oppenheimer surfaces. Non of the space groups

encountcred are centrosymmetric, i.c. non of them has a centi

symmetry element.

A X X X X

Y Y Y Y
Süucíujc 1 Structuíe 2 STfucrwfc 3

Figure 3.3: Atoms configuratio
volume, showing the xy plañe. Configura!

í]>u:[i¡<\¡ rcsulled very simiwir for stnirturcí

.
after optimization at experimental

of the origiiially disordered protons

■ 3. and for structures 4. 6 and 7.

Some similarities between the configurations can be observed in figure 3.3,

by observing the originally disordered hydrogen atoms (purple), The position

of these purple protons in structures 1, 2 and 3 resulted in very similar con

figurations. The four protons are ahnost equidistant from the central oxygen

atoms. In contras!, for the rest of the structures. two hydrogen atoms(purple)

are closer to the oxygen atoms of
the middlc of the picture. than the other ti

hydrogens. In these sense, structures 4

is diffcrcnt.

6 and 7 also resamble, and s
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Figure 3.4: Conventional unit cell of structure 4 at experimental volume, delimited

by oxygen atoms in the vértices. The cell parameters are Lndicated by dashed lines.

Table 3.2: Space groups and crystaUine systems of structures

Structure Space Group Space Group No. CrystaUine System

1 Cmc2\ 36 orthorombic

2 Cmc2] 36 orthorombic

3 Cm 8 monoclinic

4 Ce 9 monoclinic

5 P2¡ 4 monoclinic

6 Pl 1 triclinic

7 Pl 1 triclinic
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Protons in purple (originally disordered) are bonded to different oxygen

atoms depending on the structure seen (1 to 7), Moreover, their configura-

tion changed after optimization, with respect to the initial structures. On the

contrary, hydrogen atoms in blue (ordered) remaín bonded to the same carbón

or oxygen atoms for all structures, and, in the same way that they were in the

initial structures. This is not very elcar when observíng the unit cells of figure

3.3, but it is clear when they are repeated in space. One example is figure 3.4,

where the conventional cell of structure 4 is shown. The same kind of bonds

are observed for the ordered protons of all structures when the unit cells are

repeated.

A more quantitative difference among structures can be obtained by compar-

ing their symmciry groups and cell parameters after geometrical optimization

(tables 3.2 and 3.1). Structures 1 and 2 are the most symmetric, i.e. they have

more symmetry operations than the rest. They have a mirror plañe in the xy

plano, an axial glade plañe, which is a reflection in the 12 plañe and a translation

in direction z, and one Ca rotational axis on x. Structure 3 has a mirror plañe in

the yz plano. Structure 4 has an axial glade plañe, likc the one of structures 1

and 2. Structure 5 has a C-¡. Structures 6 and 7 possess no symmetry operations
but the identity, and have all their angles different than 90"

Considering that structures 1 and 2 have the same symmetry, and very

similar cell parameters and ground state energies, it can be said that the opti
mization led in both cases to the same structure. This could also be true for

structures 4, 6 and 7 since the disagreement ¡n space groups among them are

due to very small differences in their cell parameters. But this is only valid

for the structures found at the experimental volume optimization (the pressure

corresponding to such volume is presented in table 3.3), since their behavior is

different at higher pressures.

Because of the approximations used, total energies obtained by DFT do not

have a physical meaning, instead what is really important is the difference in

energies. The energies of the seven structures. when optimized at experimental

volume, are not directly comparable one to another since they correspond to

different pressures (table 3,3). In any case, by perfonning the energy differences

between the diffcrcnt structures with respect to the one with the lowest energy

(structure 7), an idea about their relativo stability can be obtained. These dif

ferences are presented in table 3.3. The structural similarity of the first threc

structures is confirmed with their very cióse energies. The energies of structures

4, 5, 6 and 7 are also similar among them. Then. it can be said that in terms of

energy, two groups of structures are formed. These groups are seen again when

their rclative cnthalpics are compared, as seen below in figure 3.14, in section

3.3.2.1, where it can be observed that structures 1, 2 and 3 are less stable than

structures 4 to 7, at all the studied pressures. Then. the group of structures 1,

2 and 3, less stable. will be referred to as group A henceforth; and the other

group, with the rcmaining structures. group B.

Despite the mercase of pressure for structures of group B with respect lo

group's A for the experimental volume optimization, it is seen
below in figure

3.13 (section 3.3.2) that energy mercases as pressure
increases (volume decrcase].
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Pressure Energy Difference (Ha)
Structure i GPa AE,_7

1 0.3260 1.056E-02

2 0.3284 1.056E-Ü2

3 0.3857 L054E-O2

4 0.6555 4.324E-07

5 0.6607 7.004E-05

6 0.6573 2.452E-06

7 0.6603 0

So, the lower energy of group B ¡¡

structures' greater stabilities.

t due to the pressure ii

the xz plañe, stacked in the y

3.3.1.1 Description of structures

obtained form layers or sheets ii

shown in figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7.

There are zig-zag water-water chains along the z direction, bonded by hy

drogen bonds, shown with dashed ycllow Unes. Methanol-water chains, also ir

zig-zag, exist along the x direction, also bonded by hydrogen bonds, shown witl

a dashed violet Une. Hydrogen bonds in the z direction are ordered, since tht

hydrogen atoms that form them, always oceupy the same relative position. Ir

eontrast, the hydrogen atoms that form the hydrogen bonds along the x direc

tion can oceupy one of two possible positions, they are disordered. These twc

possíbilities are shown in figure 3.8. The disordered hydrogens of structure 4

and its likes 6 and 7, oceupy one of the two possible positions, while those o

e 5, the other position, as seen in figure 3.6 and 3.7, respectively.

Observing the methanol in the left superior córner of pictures 3.6 and 3.7,

the disordered protón is bonded to the oxygen of methanol in structure 4 (fig.

3.6), while the same protón is bonded to the oxygen of water in structure 5 (fig.

3.7).

It should be noticed that the mentioned layers are formed by two ci

layers. one above and one below the blue sheet shown in figure 3.5. For the op

timized structure 5. the disordered protón oceupies the position shown in figure

3.7 only in the uppcr part of the layer (or front part in these figures), and the

positions in the lower part have the same arrangement than that of the rest of

the structures of group B (positions of figure 3.6), assecnhchind the gray plañe

in figures 3.6 and 3.7.

The disorder cannot be see

disordered atoms oceupy the s;

n structures from group A, where the originally

lC relative posilion for the three final si
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Figure 3.5: Stacking in the g direction of hydrogen bonded layers (of st

showing the ordered hydrogen bonds along the z direction in yellow. The molecules

that form the layer are bonded by disordered hydrogen bonds, seen in purple, along
the x direction.

Lengths of the ordered hydrogen bonds vary from 1.75 (that correspond to

structures of group B) to 1.79 A (structures 1 and 2), which fall in the comrnon

rango of a hydrogen bond lcngth, 1.60-1.80 A[43¡ (section 2.6.2). For a given

structure, all ordered hydrogen bonds have the same length,

The disordered hydrogen bonds of group B have two different lengths, al

though very cióse to each other. One of them is -1 .67 A, for the HOH ■ ■ ■ 0(H)CH3
bond, and the other is ~1.71 A for the H20 ■ • • HOCH3 bond, In group A, the

distances between the disordered hydrogen atoms and the oxygens are ~1.2 A,
smaller than that of a hydrogen bond, larger than reponed covale.nl O-H bonds

(some of them indicated in table 3.5), nevcrthcless in the van der Waals radio

of both atoms (1.52 A for O and 1.20 A for H), which means that there is a

weak interaction.

The existenee of layers with ordered and disordered hydrogen bonds coincides

A'ith the description given for the experimental structure.

3.3.1.2 Electronic Density

Figure 3.Í) shows one plañe of the electronic density of structures 2 and 7, sc-

lected becausc the former belongs to group A and the latter to group B. Figure

3.10 presents diffcrcnt views of the density of structure 7. Both figures corre

spond to structures optimized at experimental volume. and the density is given
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Figure 3.6: View of the xz plañe of Figure 3.7: View of the xz plañe of H

H bonded sheet o f structure 4. The bonded sheet of structure 5. The bond

shects are formed liy two layers. whieh betu-ixu liu* wnter-r.xvKéi: and the pur-

are divided by a gray plañe in this pie- pie protón altérnales in the +x and -i

ture. The bond between the water- directions from one laycr lo another.

oxygen and tile purple proion ir, always along the water-water chains.

dirci'ted to t.lie +i direction, along the

water-water elimtis in botli layers.

Figure 3.8: Ordered and disordered hydrogen bonds of methanol monohydrate. The

disordered protons, Hl and H2, in purple. can oceupy any of the two positions shown.

One would correspond to the configuration of structure ó. and the other to that of

6 and 7. The protons in blue are ordered.
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Figure 3.9: Electronic density maps of structures 2 and 7,

in electrons/Bohr3"1 . There are not large differences between the electronic

density of structures 2 and 7, only in the water-water interphasc, where the

spots with lower density (shown in red) are a continuous for structure 2, but

delimited by a higher density (yeilow) for structure 7.

Analyzing both figures, it can be noticed that the máximum density (vio-
let), 1.0968 elcctrons/Bohr3, is located around water oxygen atoms, which is

expected because oxygen has the higher alomic number and is the most elec-

tronegative atom of all the prescnt atoms (see figure 3.10, picture d). In this

figure, in pictures b and d. the electronic density of the methanol-water chains

in the x direction can be apprcciated (in this direction is where the disorder po

sitions are). In contrast, the density in the water-water chains in the ; direction

is low, as seen in picture a and c.

3.3.1.3 Comparison with experimental data

The structures optimized at experimental volume are the ones that can be com

pared with the experimental structure elucidated in Fortes' study[42). The per-

centage differences in cell parameters between the optimized and experimental

structures are presented in Table 3.4. It is clear that the parameters of struc

tures of group B are much closer to experimental ones than those of group A.

But even the lattice parameter differences for group B, when compared with

experiments, are larger than the common error range for DFT mentioned in

section 2.1.9. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to notice that experimental data

corresponds to a temperature of 160K, ambient conditions of pressure (1 atm
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r r r

m* >* V*

Figure 3.10: Electronic density map of structure 7 along different planes, defined by
n y axis, of 0o for a), 90°for b), ISO'for c), and 270°for d).
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Table 3.4: Percentage differences between calculated and experimental cell parame-

Cell Structure

Parameters l 2 3 4 5 (i 7

b

-12.6

13.2

1.1

-12.6

13.2

1.1

-12.7 -4.5

14.1 4.6

0.4 0.1

-4.5

4.5

0.2

-4.2

4.2

0.2

-4.5

4.6

0.1

s= 1.013 x 10~4GPa) and the deuterated compound; besides, when Van der

Waals interactions are present, as for this compound, the error becomes larger.

In spite of the faets mentioned, the obtained errors are not far from 3% (for

group B).

As seen above in table 3,3, the optimization performed by fbeing the volunte

to the experimental valué, did not lead to a pressure of ~ loim. This situation

as well as the differences in cell parameters, in addition to the reasons presented

previously, can be due to the protón disorder. Sugimura et al. discussed that

when the protón can oceupy two positions it has a larger volume to move in,

and therefore the pressure exerted by it in the crystal is rcduced(12]. The pro
tón disorder is not implicit in each studied structure, but in the combination of

them; then, this reduction in pressure cannot be observed and a higher pressure
is obtained for the given volume. With the slight decompression due to protón

disorder the atoms can be more separated. Since the disorder is present in the

x direction, the calculated a can be smaller than the actual a. which is seen in

the negative differences of table 3.4. The shrinkage of the layers augments the

electronic density of them, conducting to a larger electronic repulsión between

the layers, and therefore, to larger 6 parameters.

Some specilk distances and anglcs found in theory and experiment for methanol

monohydrate, methanol (molecule], o-methanol (solid). ice Ih. water dimors and

water-methanol complex are presented in table 3.5 using the nomenclature given

in figures 2.2 (label notation used by Fortes in reference [42]). 3.11 and 3.12.

These last two figures show the atom labels used in this work. Some of the

reported compounds possess dtuuriiim instead of hydrogen atoms. as specified

in the table. The last two columns are the results obtained for structures 1 and

7. Their distances and anglcs are in general very similar to the ones of the other

structures of their groups, A and B. respectively.

The covalent C-H bond is the leas! affected by the chemical environment of

each compound, since the C-H distances do not vary much even for the different

cunsidered compounds, it is
- 1 .09 for all of them, except the one for methanol

monohydrate, which is clearly smaller than the rest. The calculated distances

agree well with the most common valúes.
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Figure 3.11: Atom labels convention used in the presínl work. Here HJ and H2 a

equidistantk located from Oh. but this changes for the different si

• • •
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For the O-H bonds, the distances obtained for structure 7 are closer to the

reported data than those of structure 1. It can be seen that structure 7 has one

covalent O-H bond with one of the hydrogen atoms and, one hydrogen bond

with the other, Hl or H2. That does not happen for structure 1, where both

distances are the same. These bonds are formed by the originally disordered

hydrogen atoms. and the calculated distances are larger than the reported ones

(except for ice Ih). The difference is smaller for the ordered O-H bonds of the

water molecules (o). For such bonds and the C-H ones, the distances obtained

for the two groups of structures resemble. They are both covalent and not much

affected by the disordered protón position.

The reported distances for the C-0 bond are diverse, so it can be said that

they are more affected, than other bonds, by the chemical environment of the

molecules in which they are. The calculated distances are closer to the ones

of liquid methanol (o) and the H2O - CH3OH complex (tt), and, again, larger
than methanol monohydrate,

The distance between two oxygen atoms, in which one of them is a pro

tón donor and the other an acceptor, to form a hydrogen bond, is commonly

reported in studies of such bonds and the symmetrization of the bond. The

one in the yz plañe (h) is larger than that of the xy plañe (i), which coincides

with the methanol monohydrate distances, but the differences between the two

calculated ones is larger, cspecially for structure 1.

The calculated C-H-C anglcs are similar to those of liquid and solid methanol,

but conspicuously different from the ones of Forte's study. The C-O-H angles
are also similar to the reported ones.

For the H-O-H angle involving the oxygen of the methanol part and two orig-

inaUy disordered hydrogen atoms(í) (see figure 3.11), the differences between

the calculated ones and the methanol monohydrate's are large. The optimized
structures angles are smaller. As the differences in interatomic distances are

not so large, it can be said that the optimized structures are more compact and

that the mentioned layers shrinkage is carried out by the reduction of this an

gle, leading to a smaller a cell parameter and to a mayor space between layers.

For the same angle, but with the oxygen of the water in the middle (m), the

calculated angles are now more open. but the difference is not as large as in

the previously mentioned bond. The other H-O-H bond (n, af, ag) is formed

by an ordered hydrogen atom of the water molecule, and a disorder one. The

calculations are cióse to the angle of ice Ih and a bit smaller than Forte's, except

for one of the bonds in structure 7, which shows that it only forras one O-H

covalent water like bond with one of the hydrogen atoms, in this case H3.

For the O-H-0 bond there is a bíg difference in the reported angles in the

water-methanol complex, the theoretical £166°) being much smaller than the

experimental (179°). The calculations of this work resemble more to the exper

imental valué.

In general, the differences are within or not considerably larger than the

DFT common errors.
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3.3.2 Behavior under pressure

3.3.2.1 Energy and Enthalpy

The total energy per unit ceU versus volume of unit cell plot is presented in

figure 3.13. Again, in terms of energy, structures are separated into two groups,

as seen in the optimization at experimenta! volume. The difference is more no-

ticeable at larger volumes that correspond to lower pressures. In this and next

graphs, lines are not a fitting. they are only drawn to guide the eye.

Figure 3.13: Total Energy vs. Volume, where two groups of structures are observed,

which have very small energy differences among them. S stands for structure. The

group with higher energy, A, is formed by structures 1. 2 and 3, and the one with

lower energy, B, is formed by structures 4 to 7.

The structure with the lowest energy is not the same for all pressures, II

varíes among structures 4. 6 and 7. though structure 5 is very cióse up to 15

GPa. For low pressures. up to 10 GPa. the four of them have energy differences

so small that are within the error of the calculations. At 15 GPa, structure

7 is less energetically stable than the other threc, with an energy difference of

- 0.001 Ha/unit cell (0.34 kcal/mol). From 20 to 40 GPa. structures 6 and 7

have the lowest energies, with a difference of 0.005 GPa at 40 GPa with respect

to structures 4 and 5. and of ~ 0.01 Ha/unit cell with respect to structure 3.

At low pressures, up to 4 GPa. the energy difference between group A and B is

of ~ 0.02 Ha/unit cell (6.3 kcal/mol).

For comparison, the energy barrier between ccUpsed and staggered
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mations of cthanol is of 3 kcal/mol. and is reached at ambient conditions, so the

carbon-carbon bond can freely roíate. Then, it is likely that structures from

group B can go from one to another at ambient conditions(53J.

The enthalpy of each structure was calculated according to equation 2.13.

Structure 7 was taken as a reference, so the difference between the enthalpy of

each structure and structure 7 is shown ¡n figure 3,14. Again, the two groups

of structures are distinguished and the difference in their enthalpies becomes

smaller as pressure increases, indieating the possibility of the inversión in stabil-

ities at higher pressures. Such inversión is expected. that is, the symmetrization
of the hydrogen bond, as it happens at high pressures for water or methane hy
drate (section 2.5). But to prove it, more calculations are necessary, including
different crystaUine systems to find the more stable structure at such pressures.

This is because the structures considered in this work derivare from a geometry

found at low pressures and might not prevail at very high pressures. In spite of

this, an approximation of the symmetrization pressure is done in section 3,3,2.3.

The smallest enthalpy difference between groups A and B is at 40 GPa between

structures 3 and 7, where it is of 0.00357 Ha/unit cell (that is 0.0971 eV/unit
cell = 4.6867 kJ/mol = 1.1201 kcal/mol).

The structures' enthalpies are very cióse. At low pressure. up to 10 GPa, all

structures of group B could exist. Because of their similar enthalpies, they might

go easily from one configuration to another. Although the difference in energy

with group A eould be considered an energy barrier (symmetrization of protón),

protón tunneling could exist. This energy barrier diminishes when increasing
the pressure, as seen in the shortening of the enthalpy differences between group

A and B. which favors the disorder of protons.

In terms of enthalpy. when the pressure increases, going from 15 to 20 GPa,

structure 3 separates from the rest of structures oí group A. and structure 6

from group B. Structure 7 separates before, between 10 and 15 GPa, all of them

becoming more cnergetically stable with such separation. As seen below, this

oceurs with a marked distortion of the systems.

3.3.2.2 Compression

The variation of cell parameters with pressure is presented in figure 3.15. where

it can be observed that the changes in a and c were small, and the one of b is

much larger.

The compressibility of structures 1 to 7 is shown in figure 3.16, i.e. d/c¿o vs.

P, where the data considered as initial. for example V0. is the one used for or

obtained from the optimization at experimental volume. For the volume. the

slope is larger at the beginning of the compression, i.e. at low pressures. The

solid reduces its volume up to 50% at 40 GPa, and such change is mainly due

to the reduction of cell parameter 6. For the first group of structures, a remains

almost constant, while for the second group it reduces a littlc. c reduces in a

similar amount for all structures. Such compressibility data can be compared

with experimental one. when available.
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Figure 3.14: Enthalpy vs. Pressure. Structure 7 was laken as a reference, so AH is

H of each structure minus H of structure 7. The enthalpy difference betunen structures

of group A and B shortens with pressure. so an inversión of slabililies is expected at

higher pressures. This means that the structures tend towards the symmetrization of

the H bond.
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Figure 3.15: Cell parameters variation with pressure of each si

tions were very similar for all structures, being 6 the parameter that compressed the
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1

Figure 3.16: Compressibility of each structure, where the reference valúes do O

spond to those of the optimization at experimental volume. The variation was

simiiiir for all SI

Figure 3.17 is a view of the evolution of the conventional cell of st

under pressure. The more noticcable change is the distortion it undergoes when

goíng from 10 to 15 GPa. This can also be seen in figure 3.18. which shows the

distortion of a, 0 and 7 with respect to a right angle. Structures 1 and 2 have

all their angles equal to 90°so they are not plotted. The distortion of the cell

is given by a large change of a at the mentioned pressures. This also happens

for structures 3 and 6. but when going from 15 to 20 GPa. As observed above,

this distortion cnergetically stabilizes the structure (fig. 3.14. The & angles of

structures 4, 6 and 7 also suffer changes. but not so marked. 7 remains nearly

constant, except for structure 5. for which it varíes slightly.

If experimenta] studics were done, monitoring the changes of angles of the

cell with pressure. could give a clear idea of the existence
or not of a predom-

inant structure. noting if a marked distortion of the network does or docs not

oceur, and at what pressure is given.

The metan»» of compresión of the strocturc.
can he an.ly.ed from figure

3.17. The laye,, ofmolecules gel closer
in Ihe » direction .nd

>1» the Moma that

form the laycr, approach. The O-H pul of the ».ter
ooleeulc with the ordered
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Figure 3.17: Evolution of structure 7 with pressure. The dashed gray rectangle at 40

GPa indicates the size at 0.7 GPa. pressure corresponding to the experimental volume.
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Figure 3.18: Distortion of o, S and 7 with pressure of structures 3 to 7.

protón remains practically unchanged (pointed with a grccn arrow), except for

the approach in the y direction. In contrasl with the water part, the methanol

molecules change their orientation constantly as pressure increases. This can

be observed by following the orientation of the C-0 bond (pointed with a pink

arrow) with respect to the z axis. In the superior part of the layer(see the

pink arrow), the carbón with its hydrogen atoms gocs down with respect to the

oxygen, it is almost parallel to the axis at 4 GPa. and keeps going downward.

The carbón of the inferior layer docs the oppositc, the C atom goes upward.

They are aligned at 4 GPa. The disordered protons scem to approach one to

the other with pressure augmentation. but they are not in the same plañe. This

only shows they become more symmctric, likc the protons in structure 1 which

appcar to be only one because there is one just behind the other, as viewed in

figure 3. 19. The mechanism of compression seems to be the same for structure 1.

The change of some specific interatomic distances with pressure is presented

in the following figures. Figure 3.20 presents the relative change of some dis

tances of structures 3 and 7. For structure 3, all the plolted distances become

a little smaller with P increase, except for Owi-Hw which becomes larger. A

change in slope is observed between 15 and 20 GPa for some O-H distances.

■,'. Iiich will be analyzed below.

Interatomic distances of structure 7 have a veiy similar variation to that

of structure 3, except for the Oh-H2 and Ow]-Hl, which noticeably become

smaller. These are the hydrogen bonds of structure 7. they can be easily re

dueed in comparison with the covalent ones. and therefore the mechanism of

compression depends on their distance reduction.
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Figure 3.19: Evolution of structure 1 with pressure.

The compression of covalent C-H and C-0 bonds is small, regular and simi

lar for both structures. so only the other distances are analyísed more carefully

and for all structures in figure 3.21.

The Oh-Hl and Oh-H2 are clearly different for group A and group B of

structures. In group A, they have very similar valúes, — 1.20A and do not vary

mueh with P increase; though those of structure 3 sepárate slightly after 15

GPa. The behavior is comparable with Oh-Hl for group B, hcrc the distance

of structures 4 and 5 separates from 6 and 7, also at 15 GPa. For the Oh-H2 of

group B the situation is different, the bond is very compressiblc and the group

is divided in two after 15 GPa. This hydrogen bond of structures 6 and 7 -the

more distorted structures- is capable of continuing reducing greatly. and not

so much for structures 4 and 5. Owl-Hl. being the other hydrogen bond of

structures of group B, has a very akin behavior. And the Ow2-H2, being the

covalent O-H bond of water for group B, has an alike behavior to the Oh-Hl,

covalent methanol bond in group B. Owl-Hw is the only bond that enlarges,

and this happens for all structures.

The distances and angles of structure 5. in figure 3.21, correspond to the

inferior part of the layers, in which the relative position of the protón was the

same that for the rest of group B at experimental volume. Having this in mind

and that the enthalpies of the structures of group B are cióse to each other. and

according to the discussion of the previous paragraph, the originally disordered

protón has more possible positions after 15 GPa, leading to a more disordered

crystal.

The modification of some internal angles for structures 3 and 7 is presented

in figure 3.22. It can be seen that the Oh-Hl-Owl angle closes at the beginning
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Figure 3.22: Some interatomic angles change with pressure for structures a) 3 and

b)7.

Table 3.6: Parameters of Birch-Murnagham third order equations of state

fcr, ,-v 2245 -v-; ¿24.-! :■-; .';;■. -...' -nv:,.'i;-, -mi.

237 0.137 0 160 0.202 0.201 (

979 5.979 6.878 S.SS1 '> ^í¡ 7

of the compression and then it remains almost constant. This closurc is com-

pensated by the opening of Hl-Oh-H2 and Hl-Owl-H3, the threc along the x

direction, resulting on the very small change of the a parameter observed in fig

ure 3.16. The water pan remains prctty much constant, its angles Hw-Owl-Hl

and Hw-Owl-H3 barely change.

No experimental mcasurements of methanol monohydrate under pressure

exist to directly compare the results obtained, but the observed changes are

expected to oceur, although the corresponding pressures may vary a little. This

could happen because of the mentioned factors of approximations, van der Waals

forces and protón disorder, besides of the temperature at which the measure-

ments be done. However, these factors should not affect the results at high

pressures as much as they did for low pressures.

3.3.2.3 Equation of State

The resulting parameters for the EOS (equation 2.30) are shown in table 3.6.

This results are important since they can be compared with experimental ly

obtained EOSs. Also, the inverse of the bulk modulus is a measure of the com

pressibility: the smaller Ba. the more compressible the structure is. Then from

table 3.6 it can be seen that the most coniprcssiblc is structure 7. and structures

1 and 2 the least. In general, the computed bulk moduli are similar to those
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oí ice VII and water, which are ~ 5.02 and — 2.2 GPa, respectively; and are

far from the less comprcssible ice X and steel, with B0 ~ 145 and ~ 160 GPa,

respectively. They are much further from the highly incompressible diamond,
with £o of 442 GPa. Therefore it can be stated that the studied structures

present a high compressibility for a solid|12J.

An estimation of the pressure at which the enthalpies of group A and B are

the same can be done using the EOSs found. This was done for structures 3

and 7, and their enthalpies are the same at 54 GPa. So the symmetrization of

the protón could oceur at this pressure. This result is important for the study

of such effect, since the observed pressures at which symmetrization oceur for

other compounds, such as ice and methane hydrate, are higher, of 100 and 70

GPa, respectively. Then, this smaller pressure makes it easier to cxpcrimentally

study the effect. Nevertheless, more calculations, considering different struc

tures and configurations, are needed to assure this.

3.3.3 X-Ray Diffraction Patterns

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, obtained from the structures calculated at

experimental volume, are shown in figure 3.23. They are compared with an ex

perimental result from reference [41). Both were performed with A = 0.179021

nm from Co Ka radiation. In the experimental pattern the starred peaks cor-

respond to hexagonal ice, and the unassigned ones, prcsumably to methanol

monohydrate, in a mixture of methanol and water annealed at 160 K.

X-ray patterns of structures 1 and 2. and 6 and 7 are very similar, so only

one of each pair is presented. In the rest, the intcnsitics and number of peaks

varied, mainly because of the differences in the structure's symmetries.

The most charactcristic peak in the experimental XRD pattern is that around

30° This diffraction angle is present in all the structures but with small differ

ences due to the differences in lattice parameters. and corresponds to the (130)

plañe. Structure 4's pattern is the one that matches best the experimental one.

The peak around 44°also matches very well, But other peaks fít better for other

structures, e.g. the one at 34°, seen in structure 3. A perfect fitting cannot be

expected because the possibility of the existence of all the structures, at least of

group B; also because of the factors already mentioned in section 3.3.1.3. Then,

peaks' displacement or elimination are fcasible.

Computed patterns are in general similar lo experimental, but more calcu

lations are needed that inelude temperature and be ablc to find the existence of

each structure at a given temperature.

Even though only some patterns are shown, the computed results permit

to obtain patterns at the different pressures for which structures have been

optimized. They could then be compared with experimental difractograms when

availablc.
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Figure 3.23: X-Ray diffraction patterns of structures 1, 3. 4. 5 and 6 with experi

mental volume. and experimental difractogram of a mixture of hexagonal ice (starred

peaks) and methanol monohydrate from [41j.
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Chapter 4

Polarization

Structural changes lead to changos of properties, one of them is the electric

spontancous polarization. The structure of methanol monohydrate crystal as
well as its change with pressure were studied in last chapter. In the preseni one,
the optimized structures were used to compute the spontaneous polarization
of the solid, and its evolution with pressure. within the Berry phase approach
described in section 2.3.

4.1 Studied Structures

Polarization was computed from the resulting optimized structures 1 to 7 under

1, 2, 4 and 10 GPa, and the one optimized at the experimental volume.

4.2 Computational Details

These calculations were done using the Berry phase formulation implemented
in abinit and based on the theory mentioned in section 2.3. They were done

under a zero electric field. The cutoff energy was set to 40 Ha for all cases and

the k-point grid was varied according to the structures' symmetry.

Structures 1 and 2, with space group no. 36. have a mirror plano in the yz

plañe, therefore, polarization in the x direction should be canceled. They also

possess an axial glide plañe, which is a refiection in ihc xz plañe and a translation

in direction z, thus polarization in y direction also caneéis. Therefore, its po

larization was only computed in the t direction using a k-point grid of 6 x 6 x 24.

The polarization of the remaining structures was computed in all directions

and with a k-point grid of 20 x 20 x 20.

4.3 Results

The calculated spontaneous electric polarization. V,. of the bulk crystal for

structures 1 to 7 under pressure is presented in figures 4.1 a) and b), in x and z

direction, respectively. The polarization in y was zero or very elose lo zero for
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all structures, then it is not presented in the graphs. The structures with the

highest valúes of spontancous polarization were 4, 6 and 7 and this occurred in

the x axis direction, and it can be seen it is tunable with pressure. Structures

of group A presented spontaneous polarization only in the z direction.

"-l-"™ '
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>í,
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T" ;s 1 ,
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^
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Figure 4.1: Spontaneous polarization of structures under pressure along a) z direc

tion and b) •. direction. Structures 4, 6 and 7 show a high polarization along the x

direction.

The polarization in the y direction resulted in zero for structures 1, 2, 4 and

5; and near zero for the rest of the structures, but the valúes obtained for them

are within the error of the calculation. Like structure 1 and 2, structure 4 also

has the axial glidc plañe explained in the prior section [4.2). which lcads to the

cancellation of the V* in the y direction.

Structure 5 has the operation symmetry of a d, which nonc of the other

structures of group B has. This causes structure 5 to have nuil polarization in

direction y and x.

As seen in figure 4.1. polarization along x is high for the structures of group

B, except 5. This shows how a simple change in the structure can modify so

much a property of the system. Such structural change can be seen in figures 3.3,

in chapter 3. where the difference in the configuration of atoms in structure 5

with respect to 4. 6 and 7 (group B), can be seen in the middle of the pictures,

and is only that the disordered protons (purple) bonded to the superior water-

oxyacn ¡iré imerehanged.

A view of the xy plañe of the conventional unit cell of structures 4 and 5 is

also presented in figure 4.2. The orientations of the O-H bonds of water and

methanol origínate the polarization in direction x in structure 4. The symmetry

of each configuration causes that the polarization vanishes in the y direction in

both structures. and also in the x direction for structure 5.

Structure 5 represents one of the two positions that the disordered protón

can take. as explained in section 3.3.1.1. Conscquently, the methanol mono-
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hydrate can present this two valúes of spontaneous polarization of 0 and ~25

pC/crn2. or a combination of them, when the protón is disordered. If the stable

structure happens to be only one of the configurations, then it would present

only one of the encountered valúes.

Yet, the distríbution of the relative existence of each configuration cannot

be determined by the calculations done in this thesis, but with calculations that

would require much computational time. Ñor is elcar which the n

ergy configuration is below 10 GPa (section3.3.2.1).

4.3.1 Comparison with other materials

The resulting valúes of the spontancous polarization in x are high when com

pared to the valúes of other organic solids. For example, the calculated V¡ for

crystals of thiourea (SC(NH2)2) and squaric acid (C4H20,) are 4.9 and 17.1,

respectively (the later is only in the x direction) [22¡.

Ferroelectric materials present spontaneous polarization and experimental
information of them is extensive. Therefore, they are used here to compare

them with the calculated valúes of V, of the methanol monohydrate, in spite of

the fact that methanol monohydrate has not been proved to be a ferroelectric,

since polarization was not calculated under different electric íields.
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It should be mentioned that crystals presenting a permanent dipole may not

show their polarization valué until a change had been applied to them, and order

the molecules in the crystal. Such change can be an electric field, a mechanical

stress or temperature.

In the field of ferroelectrics, there is a relatively new branch, which is organic
ferroelec tries. Examples of them have not been abundant. Organic ferroelectrics

have become important for materials scíence since their invention may find many
new applications of their lightness, flexibility and non-toxicity in the emerging
field of organic clectronics[54].

In a recent review of organic ferroelectrics some experimenta] spontaneous

polarization valúes are reported. For single-component organic molecules, the

vinylidene fiuoride olígomer is the one with the largest reported valué, which is

V3 = 13 pC/cm2 at room temperature[54). This valué is similar to the Va of

its polymers polyvinylidene fluoride and copolymers of vinylidene fiuoride with

trifluoroethylene, ~ 10 pC/cm2 These polymers have been extensively studied

in order to use them in electronics[55]. A valué slightly larger was found for an

organic- inorganic compound, a salt of díazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane (dabeo) with

inorganic tctrahedral anions, Its spontancous polarization can be as high as 16

pC/cm2 at room temperature.

But yet, the most used ferroelectrics are inorganic compounds, which have

much larger spontancous polarization and higher dielectric constants. To have

an idea of their charactcristic Vs. BaTi03 presents a V, oí 26 pC/cm2. and

PbTiOj, of 75, both at room tomperature[54|. A very largo spontaneous polar
ization is that of BiFc03 single crystals, of 100 fiC/cm2(56j.

Henee, the spontaneous polarization found for methanol monohydrate con

figurations 4, 6 and 7. are large when compared with other organic materials;

but still far from the largest valúes found for inorganic materials.



Chapter 5

Vibrational

Characterization and

Dielectric Constant

The phonon frequencies and dielectric constant of the structures of methanol

monohydrate under pressure were computed using DFPT, and are presented in

this chapter.

5.1 Studied Structures

The DFPT calculations were performed in the structures 1 to 7, previously

optimized under 1,2,4 and 10 GPa, and the one optimized at the experimental
volume.

5.2 Computational Details

Responso function calculations at Gamma, based on the DFPT described in

section 2.2, were done in order to obtain the phonon frequencies and dielectric

constants of the structures.

The cutoff energy was again set to 40 Ha and the k-point grid to 6 x 6 x 6.

The resulting output was analyzed by the abinit ulility Anaddb (Analysis of

Dcrivative Data Base).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Vibrational modes and frequencies

The 54 vibrational modes of methanol monohydrate were obtained for each

structure, corresponding to the 3jV modes of the 18 atoms-unit cell. Structures

1, 2 and 3 have some imaginary phonon frequencies. which means these struc

tures are metastable under the studied conditions. This means that they migt.h
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exist, but they represent an ustable structure configuration, so when the struc
ture of methanol monohydrate has this configuration, it would go to a more

stable one, such as structures 4 to 7. The latter ones do not present negativo
frequencies for their vibrational modes, therefore they show dynamical stability.
The structures have the expected three acoustic modes with low frequencies,

By performing group theory analysis in the zonc center, the next decompo-
sition of the modes is obtained: 15Ai + 12A2 + 12B, + 15^2 for structures 1

and 2, 32A' + 22.4" for structure 3, 27A' + 27A" for structure 4, 27A + 27B for

structure 5, and 54 A modes for structures 6 and 7. All of them are active in

both Raman and IR spectroscopies, except A2, which is not active in IR.

The vibrational modos are characterized by their symmetry. This symme

try is given by the code for each obtained mode, so in this way modes can be

identified and analyzed under pressure. It is assumed that the modos preserve

their symmetry under compression.

Tho vibrational modes frequencies of structures 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 aro pre

sented in figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, respectively, The negativo frequencies
of structures 1 and 3 can be seen, which belong to the unstable modes.

For most of the modes, their frequencies increase with the increase in pres

sure, they harden; but, for some of them, their frequencies decrease.

The frequencies and change in frequencies with pressure for structure 1 and

2 are very similar in the studied interval of pressures, This also happens for

structure 6 with respect to 7. As mentioned in chaptcr 3 structures 1 and 2

have the same space group, so they can be considered as the same structures,

as well as structures 6 and 7.

The results obtained are very important for vibrational spectroscopies, such

as Raman and Infrared ones, At the frequencies obtained. peaks are expected
to be observed in a Raman or IR spectrum, depending on the selection rules of

each. Ncvcrtheless, more calculations are needed to prediet the relativo intonsi-

lirs of the peaks.

With the information obtained, each mode can be directly observed, to sec

what kind of atoms and moveinents give place to each mode and frequeney.

For example, the modos that cause the instability of structures of group A

involve stretching between the symmetrfc protons and oxygen atoms.

It is well known that modes with high vibrational frequencies correspond to

the stretching of strong bonds, such as stretching of C-H or O-H bonds. The

C-H stretching is usually found at a frequeney of 3000 - 2850 cm_1I57|. Henee,
observing the mode of structure 6 or 7. with a frequeney of 3022 cm at 0.7

GPa. it can be seen that it corresponds to a streching mode of the C-H bond.

This is presented in figure 5.6, the arrows represent the relative displacements

of the atoms when they are vibrating in the particular mode of vibration.
It is
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Figure 5.5: Pressure variation of the vibrational modes of structure 6.

also the data point marked with light pink trianglos in figure 5.5.

The mode with the higher vibrational frequeney of structure 6 (orange
squares in figure 5.5), corresponds to an O-H strcching in water molecules,

mainly, and it is combined with the O-H stretching in methanol. not as intense

as the first stretching. Its frequeney is 3299 cm-1 at 0.7 GPa and is shown in

figure 5.7. The usual range for the O-H stretching modes is 3700 - 3600 cm" ' ,

but it decreases when hydrogen bonds are present. For example, it is observed

in the 3500 - 2500 cm-1 range for hydrogen-bonded alcohol d¡mer[57). This

agrees perfectly with the obtained results.

In the acoustic modes all atoms move together. The rest of the modes include

wagging, rocking. sissoring, as well as some other stretching modes of different

parts of the methanol monohydrate.

5.3.2 Dielectric constant

The dielectric constant results complements the dielectric characterzation of

methanol monohydrate, along with the spontaneous polarization calculated in

chapter 4.

The dielectric constants found were small when compared with some other

organic malcriáis. The results obtained are shown in table 5.1. Due to the nega

tivo frequencies obtained for the structures of group A. their dielectric constant

could not be computed.

The dielectric constant of all of them aro equal at a given pressure, except

for the one of structure 5 at 2 GPa. Then it can be said that this property is not

noticeable affected by the structural differences in the studied configurations.
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Figure 5.6: High frequeney vibrational mode of strucl

volume), where the arrows indicate the direction and

the atoms. This mode is a C-H streching at 3022 cm"

table 5.1: Calculated dielectric constants of structures -i

N rin : mi-

P(GPa) 4 5 (J 7

0.7 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3

1.0 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4

2.0 5.6 5.7 5.6 5.6

4.0 fi.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

10.0 6.8 6.5 6.8 6.8



Figure 5.7: High frequeney vibrational mode of structure 6 at 0.7 GPa (experimenta!

volume), where the arrows indícate the direction and intensity of the movemenl of the

atoms, This mode Ls a O-H streching at 3299 cm-1

Anyway, it has been observed in this work that structures 6 and 7 might be the

same structure up to 10 GPa. and therefore. have the same properties. Also,

e 4 is very similar to them.

These computed dielectric constants valúes aro comparable with those of

the vinylidene fiuoride oligomer and the salt of diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane (men
tioned in chapter 4), both of 6 at room tcmporaturcj54j. The dielectric constant
of thiourea is 30 at room temperature. and it can be as high as IO4 at its Curie

temperature, of 169 K. BaTiOa dielectric constant also presents this valué at

its Tc oí 381 K. These are some of the largest reported valúes.

At least. for ferroelectric materials, the dielectric constant increases with

temperature increase. up to the Curie temperature. then it decreases. This has

been observed also for hydrogen-bonded organic ferroelectrics, so the dielectric

constant of methanol monohydrate may also increase with temperature.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this work, methanol monohydrate has been theoretically studied. We have

performed a complete structural, electronic and vibrational characterization of

such system as a function of pressure.

Sevcn different structural configurations were considered in our calculations.

They were proposed based on powder neutrón diffraction experimental mea-

Two groups of structures were found in terms of energy. The one of higher

energy was named group A and was formed by structures 1 to 3, The one of

lower energy was named group B and was formed by structures 4 to 7.

Methanol monohydrate configurations of group B aro more energctically sta

ble than those of group A at the studied conditions. i.e. from 0.3 to 40 GPa,

andOK.

The small energy differences among the structures of group B may result in

an easy transformation of the configurations from one to another, by the move-

ment of the protons from one disorder position to another. either by protón

tunneling or protón hopping.

Methanol monohydrate is dynamically stable under the studied range of

pressures (0.3-10 GPa) and 0 K. in the configurations of group B.

The dynamical stabifity of methanol monohydrate in the configurations of

group B. and the dynamical instability of group A was confirmed by the vibra

tional characterization. in which nogal i ve vibrar iunal freqi uncios were found.

The stable configurations correspond to those where the protons are not lo-

calized symmetrically br-íwcor. tuo (jx.vgcu ;ikí:;..v bul bumied to only one of

The compression mechanism of the -i ructurcs ¡iivo¡vc.-> a rconentation of the

methanol molecules and a reduction in the hydrogen bonds lengths.

63
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The structures present a high compressibility along the b axis [y direction),

According to the calculated EOS, the symmetrization of the protons for

methanol monohydrate is expected to oceur when the system be submitted to

54 GPa.

Methanol monohydrate also presents a high spontancous polarization when

compared with other organic solids, of 25 pC/cm2 along the x direction at ex

perimental volume. The spontaneous polarization can be adjusted with pressure
and it can go up to 31 pC/cm2 at 10 GPa.

Such results are relevant to planctary science since tho large polarization of

the methanol monohydrate can induce some orientation of other molecules for

them to arrange in larger molecules, which could be probiogenic factors; and to

the study of organic electronics and technology.

54 vibrational modes and its frequencies for each structure were identified.

The high frequeney modes correspond to the stretching of C-H and O-H bonds.

In the lower frequeney modes, some other types of vibrations were observed.

The dielectric constant of methanol monohydrate was computed, obtaining
a valué of 5.3 at experimental volume.

Cell parameters, compressibility curves, X-ray diffraction patterns and vi

brational mode frequencies were calculated, which can be compared with exper
imental data when availablo, in order to identify and understand the methanol

monohydrate.



Perspectives

To study the same structures but with different approximations for the exchange
correlation energy and in particular with functionals that include corrections for

the intermolecular interactions. Based on that, we can see the effects of such

corrections on the optimized structures and properties calculated. It is not ex

pected to have a large influence on the structure but it could change some of

the olectronieal properties.

To perform calculations for these structures that permit to investígate the

effects of temperature. In particular, ab initio molecular dynamics, where tem

perature is a variable or Rahman-Parrinello molecular dynamics, where temper

ature and pressure are considered basic variables.

To study the properties of structures at higher pressures (> 10 GPa), along

with more possible configurations. Since structural changes were observed at

15 - 20 GPa, it could lead to important changes in properties and structures.

As in other hydrogen bonded materiales, it is expected that pressure is able to

increase the number of phases. when the hydrogen network is varied as the unit

cell changes.

To comparo the results with experimental data of methanol monohydrate,

when avaílable, or to start collaboration with experimental groups which are

able to perform such experiments.

To write 2 scientific papers: one about the structural evolution of methanol

mnocohydratc under pressure, along with the vibrational characterization. and

one with the dielectric properties of methanol monohydrate at different pres-
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